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Bestselling author Kumiko Sudo creates 45 exquisite handmade gifts in fabric, each with a flair
that is uniquely Japanese. Easy-to-follow patterns, beautiful photographs, and colorful step-by-
step drawings help the projects come together quickly--many in less than an hour. Whether
they are created in kimono silks or in contemporary cottons, these tiny boxes, purses,
decorative toys, incense pouches, and good luck charms all make delightful gifts.
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the HeartEnter the world of things tiny but delightful. Since early times, the Japanese have
believed that God lives in all things, no matter how small. It is in the most intricate of details
that the artistry of Japanese craftsmanship is most evident. We strive to make our work perfect
down to the smallest detail, for it is through our arts that we celebrate life, honor nature, and
offer thanks to God. A gift made from fabric is the most intimate I can give. It is made with the
hands, but the good wishes it carries come only from the heart.ContentsOmiyage—The Giving
of GiftsA gift made by hand and sent from the heart is the most cherished of all. In Japan, the
joy of a gift is in making as well as giving it.Kyoto ChicDelightful candy pouches, delicate
evening bags, and the playful temari ball make exquisite gifts. All have a quiet elegance that is
unmistakably Japanese.Festival of FlowersThese lovely blossoms unfold to hide tiny pockets or
pouches. Each makes a perfect gift, or can be the last touch to a beautifully wrapped



present.Good Luck DollsPretty and playful, each doll is a good luck charm, bringing goodwill
and happiness to whoever receives her as a gift.Tea and SecretsA new twist on the traditional
Japanese art of “tea crafts,” these lovely but oh, so useful sewing boxes and pincushions will
delight anyone who loves to sew.Scents and SecretsSoft and intimate, gifts like these promise
serenity, spiritual awareness, and divine inspiration. Their sweet fragrances quiet the senses
and stir the imagination.WhimsyCharming and playful, let these little woodland creatures come
to life in your hands as you mold them from fabric.PatternsTeaching OmiyageOmiyage—The
Giving of GiftsFor thousands of years, omiyage, or the giving of gifts, has been an important
part of life in Japan. Gift giving began as a means of gaining the goodwill of those in power,
with those who gave gifts always subordinate to those who received them. The gift was not
only a sign of respect, but a plea for protection. The rituals that surrounded gift giving were
extraordinarily complex, with a meticulously prescribed set of protocols. Particular types of gifts
were considered appropriate for particular occasions. There were detailed rules on how each
should be wrapped and even presented. A mistake in selection or presentation could have dire
consequences, for the lives of ordinary people were singularly dependent upon the goodwill
and patronage of their lords.Today, the formalities surrounding the giving of a gift are far less
strict, yet the acts of choosing, wrapping, and presenting a gift still require careful
consideration. For to the Japanese, a gift is an outward sign of inner feelings. It is a way in
which we repay favors and acknowledge obligations, no matter how trivial. A gift is also a mark
of friendship, a sign of respect, a token of deep appreciation.It is with these thoughts in mind
that I offer the gifts described in Omiyage. When I make a gift from fabric, I use my heart as
much as my hands. I sift through the fabrics in my collection until I find pieces with the colors
and textures that I feel will please the person for whom I am making the gift. I keep those
fabrics close at hand, playing with them and studying their colors and patterns, until an idea
forms for the gift I wish to make. As I draw and cut and sew, I enjoy the feelings of warmth and
friendship that the giving of this special token will give me. It is my wish that as you make the
projects in Omiyage, you, too, will share the joy that comes from giving a gift from the
heart.The Art of “Small Crafts”For centuries, Japan has been known the world over for its silks.
Introduced into Japan from China in the second century B.C., Japanese silks are remarkable
for their colors, textures, and elaborate designs. As early as the fourteenth century, shogun
generals would wear battle coats made from rich imported silks, a sign of superior rank. The
popularity of the tea ceremony—a ritual during which guests learn to express their appreciation
of beauty—gave rise to a new art of “tea crafts.” Scraps of silk, often decorated with flowers or
motifs from nature, were delicately sewn into pouches used to hold tea utensils. The fabrics
were cleverly crafted into shapes such as butterflies, dragonflies, cicadas, wisteria, iris, or
cherry blossoms, which were often favorite symbols adopted by the shogun generals. The bags
were tied with silk strings, made into elaborate knots that were intended to protect precious tea
items from the curiosity of strangers.Most often seen in traditional kimonos and obi sashes,
silks have long been popular in the making of “small crafts,” as they came to be known. Silks
were so highly prized during the Edo period (1603 to 1867) that not even the smallest of scraps
would be allowed to go to waste. Noble women would save them to make decorative purses,
hair ornaments, or wrapping cloths. Women who could not afford to dress in silk kimonos would
buy leftover pieces from tailors to make treasures of their own. Scraps as tiny as acorns were
cleverly crafted into little good luck charms that women would tie onto the plain kimonos their
children wore. Over time, silks would also be used to make all kinds of small gifts, such as coin
and bill purses, tobacco pouches, or cosmetics cases.In Japan, we package each gift with the
utmost care, no matter how simple the gift may be. The nobles of the Heian court (794 to 1194)



liked to give the gift of poetry. The delicate paper strip on which the poem was beautifully
inscripted would be tucked inside a piece of Japanese rice paper, neatly folded into an origami
shape. A twig from a blossoming plum tree would grace the gift Upon presentation, the lucky
recipient would first admire the delicacy of the wrapping, then find the poem inside.During the
Meiji period (1868 to 1912), Japan first opened its doors to the outside world. Among the many
new influences from foreign cultures came a surge of interest in handicrafts. This coincided
with slowly changing perspectives on the social and domestic roles of women. It was through
their needlework that women sought to showcase their skills. Small handicrafts became
increasingly complex, as women transformed scraps of fabric into intricate, elaborately
designed dolls, flowers, birds, animals, and a host of other shapes and motifs.A wonderful
tradition surrounds the birth of a new baby. In some regions of Japan, tiny scraps of fabric are
collected from a hundred houses and given to the family. Each scrap represents a virtue the
child will receive, and is given with prayers for the infant’s health and happiness. Sometimes,
tiny triangles of silk are patched together into the shape of a butterfly—a sign of rebirth,
symbolizing the flight of the soul toward heaven.The first handicrafts a young girl made would
become part of her “sewing box”—a collection of small crafts that would show off to
prospective husbands the girl’s skill as a needlewoman. Sometimes she would give items from
her box as intimate gifts to celebrate the marriage of a friend or the birth of a child. Her
collection might include pouches to keep picks for musical instruments such as the koto, bags
for personal medicines and perfumes, or secret pockets to hide a note or a poem among the
folds of her kimono.Some of my happiest childhood memories are of the years I lived with my
aunt in Kamakura, a picturesque town nestled among the forested mountains at the neck of the
Miura Peninsula. My aunt’s house had been a Shinto shrine, dating back more than 800 years.
It leaned against the mountainside and, for centuries, had watched over the village,
safeguarding its harvests.When friends and neighbors visited my aunt, she would send home
with them a favorite gift, sekihan, a sticky, sweet rice cake filled with red beans. She would
present this delicacy in a beautiful laquered box. When returning the box, visitors would put
inside a little origami shape or an otedama—a small beanbag in the likeness of an animal or a
flower, made from pretty fabrics.My aunt loved Noh theater, which she taught on the sweeping
verandas of the shrine. A highly skilled needlewoman, she also sewed the rich and elaborate
costumes that make a Noh performance so distinctive. She kept leftover scraps, gilded silks in
silvers and golds, in a heavy wooden chest. I liked to sit on the ancient wooden floors, those
precious fabrics scattered around me, breathing in the musty but unforgettable aroma of
incense and age.One of my fondest memories is a visit I made to my aunt when I was eighteen
years old. As I walked along the shady path that led to the shrine, the sweet music of the
yokobue, a bamboo flute, rose in the air and floated toward me. There was my aunt on the
veranda, gracefully dressed in an elegant kimono. A deep purple tassel tied to the flute danced
to the music. At her side lay a lovely silk case for her instrument that she had crafted from the
shimmering gold silks left over from a Noh costume she had made.A Year of CelebrationIn
Japan, we often exchange gifts on special holidays and feast days. Many of our festivals date
back more than 2,000 years. Some celebrate the seasons, while others are tied to the religious
traditions, superstitions, and myths that make our culture so unique.JanuaryNew Year’s,
Ganjitsu, is the most auspicious of all Japanese holidays. At the stroke of midnight on New
Year’s Eve, temple bells ring out to banish ill omens from the preceding year and let everyone
start anew. We offer prayers for a prosperous year and watch the sun rise, greeting the new
year. One of my favorite customs is the playing of hyakunin issue, a card game that dates back
to the days of the imperial court of Kyoto (794 to 1194). Each of a hundred cards carries a



poem and we recite them aloud to each other. For children, little compares with the excitement
of receiving a gift of money, elaborately wrapped in decorative papers and tied with intricate
knots. Prettily dressed in kimonos, they gather to fly kites or to play traditional outdoor
games.FebruaryIn Japan, we believe that every object, no matter how commonplace, has a
soul, and in February we celebrate the presence of God in everything we see and touch. There
is a custom among artisans of purifying the tools of their craft. They pour wine over their
scissors, chisels, or knives as a means of cleansing the soul within. Harikuyou is a ritual of
taking worn tools—tailors might take their bent or broken needles, for example—to the temple.
Prayers are offered and thanks given for the contributions the tools have made.MarchIn early
March, when the plum trees begin to bloom, the Doll Festival, Hina Matsuri, begins. On a
splendid red and gold dais, we display special dolls, elaborately dressed in the costumes of the
Heian court (794 to 1194). The empress, usually a gift to a first granddaughter, sits on her
throne next to the emperor and is surrounded by her court ladies. Intricate miniature carriages,
sake sets, chests, and sewing boxes add exquisite detail to the display. Lanterns are lit and
girls dressed in their prettiest kimonos gather to admire the dolls. They share a party meal and
sip a sweet rice wine served only on that day. The doll ceremony is thought to protect our
daughters from evil and bring them future happiness, especially in marriage.AprilFrom the
most splendid of city parks to the poorest of fishing villages, the Japanese welcome the spring
by viewing the pink waves of cherry trees in bloom. Sakura Matsuri has been celebrated since
ancient times and has inspired many of our greatest poets and artists. We dress in lovely
flowered kimonos and share a picnic in the cherry groves. Delicate pink and white blossoms fall
around us, a gentle reminder that beauty and joy are fleeting. The buds burst into bloom and,
within a few short sweet days, they are gone.MayTango No Sekku, on May 5, was once a day
to honor boys but is now known as Children’s Day. High above the rooftops, houses with sons
hoist very unusual streamers that take the shape of giant carp—a most auspicious fish that
signifies strength and courage. Swimming in the wind, high in the blue sky, the brightly colored
carp urge boys to swim upstream, persevering toward their goals against all odds. We also
celebrate the day by displaying miniature flags, helmets, or armor in the home. Iris leaves,
believed to ward off evil and bring good health, are placed beneath the eaves or are used to
scent the bath.JuneIn June, we pray for rain and for a rich rice harvest. Rice is still the staple
food of Japan and is of vital importance to our well-being. The hydrangea are in bloom,
creating a sea of blue and purple blossoms on the steps of the shrines, as people make
offerings in thanks for rain. In June, we celebrate the changing of the seasons, airing out winter
clothes and packing them away for summer. When I was a child, my mother would untie the
stitching in our kimonos so that she could wash and starch each piece of fabric. She would
leave them to dry on long wooden boards in the eaves of the house, where we would happily
play hide and seek, peeking out from the fresh, flowing fabrics.JulySummer is a time of joy and
festivity, and we celebrate many special days with dance, music, and games. Tanabata, the
Autumn Star Festival, is inspired by the legend of two lovers—the stars Altair, personified as a
cowherd, and Vega, a weaving girl. Separated by the Milky Way for the rest of the year, they
cross the night skies each summer for a lover’s tryst. Children write their wishes on strips of
colorful paper and hang them on bamboo branches placed at the gates of the home. Women,
too, ask Vega to help them improve their sewing skills!AugustThe feast of O’bon is dedicated to
the souls of our ancestors. We return to our hometowns to tend to the graves of loved ones. At
neighborhood temples and shrines, bonfires are built to welcome back departed souls and
guide them to their families. All night long, by the light of hundreds of lanterns, dancers dressed
in summer kimonos move to the beat of a drum. After three days, the spirits are sent on their



journey back to heaven.SeptemberSince the beginning of the Nara period (710 to 794), we
have honored the full moon. Court nobles would exchange poetry, with the moon as their muse.
Through the ages, we have prayed to the moon for a good harvest. I remember moon-viewing
as a child. My mother would make special rice cakes and send me to collect pampas grass to
decorate our dishes. We would sit on the veranda, trying to make out the shape of a rabbit—
just as in the West, children look for the man in the moon. In Japan, the rabbit is thought to be
a fairy creature, sent by the moon.OctoberKiku, the chrysanthemum, was introduced from
China in 325 A.D. In the year 797, the emperor Kan-mu held a banquet at which the entire
court was decorated with the sweetly scented flower, believed to keep away evil influences and
entice benevolent spirits. Chrysanthemum wine was served, and dances, music, and poetry
were offered in praise of this lovely flower. Since then, the imperial families have decorated
their clothing and carriages with the chrysanthemum emblem. Sixteen petals radiating from the
center like the rays of the sun make this an ideal imperial motif, for historically the emperor was
regarded as divine, a living god. In October, festivals celebrate the chrysanthemum, with prizes
for the most perfect of blooms.NovemberShichi-go-san (translated as “seven-five-three,” which
are lucky numbers in Japan) is the occasion when parents take children who are three, five, or
seven years old to the shrine to give thanks for their health and to pray for their futures. The
children are dressed in colorful kimonos, like bright flowers among the autumn
trees.DecemberDecember is the busiest month of the year, as we try to tie up loose ends so
that we can make a clean start in the new year. Mid-month. Kotohajime, is the time that we
clean out the temple, the shrine, and the home. The great statue of Buddha in the ancient city
of Nara is carefully dusted and shined. We begin writing New Year’s greeting cards and
preparing special foods for the holiday. At midnight on New Year’s Eve, the temple bells ring
out, casting away the 108 evil passions that, according to Buddhist belief, take over the mind
during the year. We listen to the bells with honest hearts and are ready to begin anew.Notes on
TechniqueIn Omiyage you will find forty-five gift ideas that you can make from fabrics. Some
are very simple and can be completed in an hour or less. Daffodil, Fortune Catcher, or Tsuru,
for example, are all easy to make. Others may take a little more time and a little more practice,
yet these are the ones that will surprise and delight you the most.Basic Tool KitA list of
materials is supplied with every project. In addition, for most projects you will need the items
listed here. Collect everything you need before you start and keep them in a box or basket
within easy reach. A little preparation will save you time and frustration when you sit down to
make a new project.Hand-sewing needlesCraft knife and replacement bladesPins and
pincushionThimbleSelf-healing cutting matHigh-quality hand-sewing threads in variety of
colorsEraserSharp pencilsDisappearing penCotton/polyester battingCharcoal markerAll-
purpose glue or glue stickSharp fabric scissorsPaper scissorsRulerThread snipsTape
measureCompassTracing paperChoosing FabricsMany of the designs photographed are made
from small scraps of fabrics in my collection. Some are made from exquisite Japanese silks;
others are made from contemporary American cottons. Some are made from special shibori
fabrics or chiromen crepes, used to make Japanese scarves.I am a quiltmaker, and—like every
quilter I know—I have scraps upon scraps of fabrics in my workroom that I like so much I
cannot bear to throw them away, no matter how tiny they are. Sometimes, I buy a length of
fabric simply because I cannot resist the colors, the textures, or a detail in the design. I love the
look and feel of Japanese kimonos and have cut up many of them so that I can incorporate
their rich colors and swirling patterns into my designs. I am fortunate that people all over the
world who have seen my work send me unusual pieces of fabric that they think I will like.To
make the projects in Omiyage, you do not need to start with a large fabric collection, nor do



you need to spend a lot of money. All of the projects can be made out of very small pieces and
you can easily mix and match fabrics within a single design. For each project, I have suggested
how much fabric you will need, but these quantities are always overly generous. A Vs yd
(15cm) length, for example, will often allow enough fabric for two, three, or more of the projects
you are making. Using the photographs as a guide to contrast (the use of light, medium, and
dark tones), I suggest you choose colors and patterns that you enjoy. It is your combinations
that will make your gifts unique.CuttingFull-size patterns are provided for all pieces other than
simple squares and rectangles. To all patterns, unless otherwise indicated on the pattern piece
or in the sewing directions, you will need to add a ¼ 3 (0.75cm) seam allowance. In some
instances, where the pattern pieces are very small, this is reduced to a ![ 3 (0.4cm) seam
allowance. For squares and rectangles, the measurements in the sewing directions already
include seam allowances. Most of the pattern pieces are curved, which means they are easier
to cut with very sharp scissors than with rotary cutting equipment. Since the projects are small
and multiples of the same pattern piece are rarely needed, hand-cutting is quick and easy.
Remember to transfer any markings from the pattern onto the cut pieces of fabric.Several of
the projects, including the gift boxes, require you to cut the patterns from cardboard as well as
fabric. Do not add seam allowances when cutting cardboard pieces. Use a stiff, high-quality
cardboard that does not bend or tear easily. Choose white or a light color to avoid the
cardboard showing through thin fabrics.SewingI sew everything—straight seams and curved
seams, piecing and appliqué—by hand. I feel that the hand is directed not only by the eye but
by the heart. When I make gifts, I like the sense of intimacy that hand-sewing gives me. Since
all the projects in Omiyage are small, you may want to sew by hand, too. If you prefer to sew by
machine, you will find that straight seams in simple piecing projects like Panache! or Candy
Twist turn out beautifully. In certain projects, however, where you may need to manipulate the
fabric as you sew, you may find that hand-sewing is not only faster, but more accurate.
Playtime!, Edo Temari, and Oyster all require special care.Many of the designs involve sewing
curved seams. For perfect curved seams, I use a form of appliqué. My technique involves
placing a fabric piece, with the seam allowance folded under, on top of a background piece; the
piece is then blind-stitched by hand. In the instructions, this is what is meant by the term
appliqué. The term sew indicates a more traditional method of sewing the pieces together, right
sides facing, using a running stitch on the wrong side of the seam lines. Straight seams are
sewn in this way, and you may use hand or machine stitching.Fabric OrigamiMany of the
projects in Omiyage are inspired by the Japanese art of origami, or paper folding. As a child, I
loved the colors and patterns in decorative origami papers and would mold them into shapes of
my own. Now, instead of paper, I fold fabrics. Even if you know nothing of origami, you will find
that my fabric-folding techniques are easy to learn. These tips may help.• Study each folding
diagram carefully before you begin. Determine which is the right and wrong side of the fabric.
Practice each new shape on a sample so that you solve any difficulties before you begin on
your final piece.• Always fold accurately and neatly.• Crease each fold firmly with the back of
your thumbnail. Good creases make the folding easier, and they serve as guides to future
steps.• One difference between folding paper and folding fabric is that paper is available with
different colors on the two sides. To achieve the same effect with fabric, first sew two colors
together, then turn them right side out and press. Often, finger pressing will be adequate.You
will find that the same procedures are used over and over again. You will soon become so
proficient with them that you can do them without thinking.Making Hems for Purses and
PouchesSeveral of the purses and pouches in Omiyage have hem pieces that wrap from the
inside, lined pocket to the outside. Here is the method I use to make hems. The patterns will



refer you back to this section when needed.1. Cut two hem pieces to sizes directed in
pattern.2. Fold in ends of each by ½ 3 (1.5cm). Fold in half lengthwise, right side out. Turn in
seam allowances and press in place.3. Right sides together, stitch first hem piece to bag. Add
second hem piece, taking care not to overlap edges.4. Fold hem piece over to inside.
Blindstitch in place.5. Insert two ribbons or drawstrings, cut to lengths specified in pattern.
Thread both through both sides of bag hem. Knot ends.Making Fabric BeadsThe ribbons that
you use to close many of the purses and pouches in Omiyage are decorated with soft beads
made out of pretty fabrics. I use several methods to make them, each with a slightly different
look. I will refer you back to this section when needed. For bulkier beads, stuff with a little
batting before pulling stitches tight.Method 11. Cut two fabric squares to sizes directed in
pattern. Place a thin layer of batting onto wrong side of each square.2. Fold under each edge,
finger press, and baste in place. Make a single gathering stitch at the center point of each
edge. If desired, stuff with more batting while pulling gathering stitches gently to hold.3. Stuff
knotted ends of ribbons or drawstrings inside fabric bead. Pull gathering stitches tight. Double-
stitch to hold.Method 21. Cut two fabric squares to sizes directed in pattern.2. Fold in half and
stitch as shown, trapping end of ribbon above knot inside. Turn right side out, pulling over
knot.3. Fold under bottom edge by !] 3 (1.8cm). Gather-stitch, pulling thread tight. Backstitch to
hold.Method 31. Cut two strips of fabric to sizes directed in pattern.2. Join seam along longest
edge to create tube. Wrong side out. Slip over knotted end of ribbon.3. Gather-stitch edge
closest to knot and pull tightly. Backstitch to hold.4. Turn right side out, pulling over knot. Fold
raw edge under by ¼ 3 (0.75cm). Stitch around loop and pull tight to gather, enclosing knot.
Backstitch to hold. For bulkier bead, stuff with a little batting before pulling stitches tight.Method
41. Cut two squares of fabric to sizes directed in pattern.2. Fold in all raw edges by ![ 3 (0.4cm)
and stitch. Fold in half along diagonal to create triangle.3. Place knot of ribbon or drawstring
inside triangle. Fold in half again to make smaller triangle.4. Blindstitch all edges, enclosing
knot.5. Bring tips of triangle together and stitch.Method 51. Cut two circles of fabric as directed
in pattern.2. Fold in half and stitch from A to B. Open out. Fold again and stitch from C to D.
Open out.3. Stitch around entire outer edge of circle and pull to gather. Stuff with batting.4. Put
knotted ends of ribbon or drawstring inside bud. Pull gathering stitches tight. Double-stitch to
hold.Decorative KnotsA distinctively Japanese feature of several of the projects is the elaborate
knots used to tie cords or ribbons. The following diagrams will help you tie knots like these with
ease.To Make a Josephine KnotTo begin, first fold the cord in half to mark the center point. I
find it easiest to loop the midpoint around a pencil to hold it securely in place. The left tail of the
cord is shaded; the right tail is unshaded. Follow the diagrams to make the knot, pulling tight
when complete.To Make a Square KnotTo begin, pin one end of each of two strands of cord to
a corkboard, or tape them to a desk surface, to hold them securely in place. The strand
beginning at the right is shaded; the left strand is not. Follow the diagrams to make the knot,
pulling tight when complete.To make a chain of square knots, knot several in succession,
pulling tight after each one.To Make a Blossom KnotTo begin, first fold the cord in half to mark
the center point. Put a pin through the center point and pin to a corkboard or a large pincushion
to hold it securely in place. Follow the diagrams to complete the knot. The left tail of the cord is
shaded; the right tail is unshaded.Omiyage
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Guide to Performances in Paper: Origami Book with 15 Challenging Projects, The Royal
School of Needlework Book of Embroidery: A Guide to Essential Stitches, Techniques and
Projects, Applique: The Basics and Beyond, Second Revised & Expanded Edition: The
Complete Guide to Successful Machine and Hand Techniques with Dozens of Designs to Mix
and Match, ‚ñŠžŠ3NØ0M 0u0•0W0M0Ï0ó0É0Ö0Ã0¯ The Furoshiki Handbookÿ� 0u0`0“0e0K0D0n}P0se¹0hS�0•e¹
(JAPANESE-ENGLISH BILINGUAL BOOKS) (Japanese Edition), Free-Motion Combinations:
Unlimited Quilting Designs, The Ultimate Sashiko Sourcebook: Patterns, Projects and
Inspirations, Beaded Embroidery Stitching: 125 Stitches to Embellish with Beads, Buttons,
Charms, Bead Weaving & More, Resilient Stitch: Wellbeing and Connection in Textile Art, Boro
& Sashiko, Harmonious Imperfection: The Art of Japanese Mending & Stitching, The New
Ladies' Art Company Quick & Easy Block Tool: 110 Quilt Blocks in 5 Sizes with Project Ideas •
Packed with Hints, Tips & Tricks • Simple Cutting Charts, Helpful Reference Tables, The
Geometry of Hand-Sewing: A Romance in Stitches and Embroidery from Alabama Chanin and
The School of Making (Alabama Studio)

Rowanberry, “Excellent book, but NOT for Kindle.. First, the good. The projects in this book are
charming and lovely, and have an amazing variety of designs and purposes. Many are bags
that look like little flowers, but the sewing kit and little boxes are gorgeous and practical. For
someone who does not like to get rid of little scraps of very pretty fabric, these projects are
perfect, as all those scraps can finally be put to use. There is a range of difficulty as well, from
very simple things to much more complicated. As an experienced needleworker, I like this. You
do have to pay attention to the directions, but I did not find them that hard to follow. Fiddly, yes,
but not difficult. On some of the more complicated pieces it may be useful to try laying out the
pattern pieces in the correct configuration before cutting up the fabric, just to be sure the
puzzle goes together correctly.And now, the bad. I bought this as a Kindle edition, thinking it
would be similar to some of the other Kindle craft books I've gotten, where they have a link to a
webpage with printable versions of the pattern pieces. THIS DOES NOT. There is no way to
print the patterns, short of using the Kindle app on a PC and taking a screenshot, or tracing
your screen, and then fiddling with scaling the pieces to the right size. Unless the piece is to be
made of a square of fabric, you're going to have a lot of work to do to get the results you want.I
am not going to fault the book for the mistakes made in converting it to digital format, especially



since it looks like all reviews for all formats are listed together. The content is excellent, and
easily worth five stars, but as an ebook, functionality is about 3 stars. I intend to return the
digital version, and re-purchase as a physical (and photocopiable) book.”

Lady of the Lake, “Omiyage is a lovely Japanese tradition!!. This book was purchased during a
time that I lived in Hawaii, where the Japanese culture is very accessible. Love the idea of gift
giving that is so very much apart of their culture. This book was eye candy for me and titillated
my senses with each turn of the page. I must say the only one I made was the litte fish bag,
turned out so cute, and was given as a gift. But each picture inspired me and many times I
looked through these pages I imagined other possibilities....a very worthwhile purchase I am
still enjoying many years later!!”

KatieDid, “Delightful hand sewing projects. I sew a lot and so have boxes of fabric scraps of all
kinds. I wish I had a collection of kimono silks with which to make these charming omiyage
pieces, but I use cotton and rayon challis and velvet and they are lovely. So far I've made the
flower on the cover, a pouch, and a butterfly. I find it peaceful to sew by hand (sometimes while
watching a movie--no subtitles) and it's really easier with these small pieces. The one small
problem for me--once I've made this lovely item, what to do with it?! It's a Japanese custom to
make these things to contain a gift for someone. No gift is too small or insignificant to deserve
an elaborate presentation. The butterfly has a small pouch inside the body, so I inserted a
tightly folded bill in it as a gift at a baby shower. Now it's the new mother's problem of what to
do with it--possibly pass it on with a small gift in it.This same author has a book on fabric
origami flowers appliqued for quilting--I bought that book as well and am currently making a
quilt of my own design, incorporating the origami flowers out of her book.”

Rommy, “Sweet little sewing projects. I have made several of the projects in this book and I
have been thrilled with the way each has turned out. I wasn't very experienced with sewing
when I first got this, but did just fine making them. Yes, there were a few errors, but luckily
those weren't major and since I'm fairly good at figuring out how to arrange things spatially still
produced some stunning bags. I think if you are coming to this book out of a love for origami,
and you "get" the idea of how some of the folds generate the final form there should be no
trouble - just read through the directions thoroughly first, which is a good idea with any sewing
project.I would recommend you have some familiarity with sewing though, because it does
make things easier; this should be nobody's first book of sewing projects! And as I said,
familiarity with origami is a plus, as well as being able to work with bitsy pieces of fabric. That
and a little patience should yield equally lovely results”

Margaret K, “beautiful Japanese gifts. Oh my gosh! What an amazing book, I have never been
so blown away! I have many books on quilting and associated crafts, I love most of them, but
this one is head and shoulders above all. I have it on kindle on my iPad and it works very well,
but I am about to buy it in print so I can wallow in the pictures. Instructions are good, and easy
to follow, I have almost finished the first project and it will be a gift for my niece who speaks
Japanese and has studied there. She has told me about the dainty crafts and brought me a
temari ball, but I wasn't prepared for this book.It is possible to send away on eBay for vintage
Japanese fabric, do so, it is not expensive, and will arrive in a week or so (UK). There are eBay
traders here in UK who also sell Japanese fabrics, worth it to use these fabrics for the
authentic look. What a find!”



Elle B Reader, “A gift from the heart. "A gift made from fabric is the most intimate I can give. It
is made with the hands, but the good wishes it carries come only from the heart."This beautiful
thought is apparent throughout this lovely book. The items to be made are uniquely Japanese
and you'll either love them or hate them. The techniques and instructions for making all the
items cannot be faulted, and you're sure to find a way to use some of the fabrics you have
(many items are small enough to use your scraps on). I love the pincushion - a half-tennis ball
size mound with a couple of little "dolls" holding onto a knotted cord and leaning into the centre
towards each other - you have to see it! Really, as with all Kumiko Sudo's books - delightfully
unusual gifts.”

Mrs H, “Wonderful Projects. Super book for someone who has a ton of scrap fabric…many
lovely projects. Well illustrated and simple clear instructions. Can’t go wrong”

A ABBOTT, “Delightful book. Lovely book.Look forward to doing some of projects”

The book by Kumiko Sudo has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 178 people have provided feedback.
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